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Anzac Day rides
and Picnic
On 25 April, there will be two Bike
North rides, and a Bike North picnic
at Bicentennial Park, Homebush.

Rides
Ross Thomas will be leading his 40
km “Ticket To Ryde” ride from
Eastwood Station, with a coffee stop
and then a rendezvous at Bicentennial
Park for those wanting to stop off for
the picnic. Ross will lead the rest of
the riders back to Eastwood.

Graeme Edwards will be taking his
50/80km “Northern Beaches and
Back” ride from Turramurra to
Manly for coffee. Riders will then
ferry to Circular Quay. At that point
there are a number of options for
riders, including: (1) a train back to
Turramurra; and (2) another ferry to
Meadowbank and a ride to the
Bicentennial Park to join up with the
picnic.

Picnic
The picnic at Bicentennial Park will
be in the area to the right of Victoria
Ave entrance to the Park at Concord
West (near the toilet block and BBQ
area). There’s a car park to the left
of the entrance.

Look for the purple Bike North
banner and a whole bunch of cyclists
in orange, purple and white jerseys
from about 11 am.

There is a children’s play area and
riding course nearby, and a whole
bunch of quiet bike paths around the
park to explore.

Bring your own rug and picnic/BBQ
lunch for what will undoubtedly be
another fun day with the Bike North
gang.

Cycling advocacy
and Bicycle New
South Wales

Carolyn New

Many Bike North members are also
members of Bicycle New South Wales,
but many also may not understand how
these two organisations are related and
why they would want to belong to
both. 

Bicycle NSW (BNSW) is the state-
wide organisation that acts for cyclists.
When you join BNSW, there are a
number of material benefits such as
receiving Australian Cyclist with Push
On insert magazine every two months,
liability cover if you damage someone
else’s property while cycling and
discounts at a range of bike shops. 

But BNSW’s key objective is to work
for better conditions for cyclists and so
has a major cycling advocacy role at
the state level. It depends on a large
membership base both to fund those
activities and to gain credibility when
lobbying the state government. 

BNSW also runs a number of major
events such as Cycle Sydney and the
Big Ride. These events raise the profile
of everyday cycling within the general
community. Support for these events is
not merely enjoyable and a great way
to get your family and friends out
riding, but also another way to help
BNSW fund it’s advocacy activities. 

While BNSW has a small paid
workforce, mostly devoted to
administration of the organisation and
running events, it depends primarily
on volunteers for the enormous
advocacy effort that is needed all
around the state. These volunteers are
usually involved in the local Bicycle
User Groups (BUGs), of which there
are many around the state advising

BNSW on local issues and working in
the local community and with local
councils. 

Bike North is affiliated with BNSW
and is a local BUG even though it has
it own membership base. Bike North,
of course as you all know, is a very
special BUG, with a full program of
easy to hard rides most weekends, a
great team spirit and lots of other fun
activities. Bike North also needs a
reasonable membership base to fund
both our own member benefits and
our local advocacy campaigns. 

BNSW recently held an Advocacy
Workshop where there was much
discussion about the major advocacy
activities for BNSW. It was generally
agreed that these fall into two major
areas: 

1 creation and support of a
comprehensive and viable BUG
network including co-ordination,
guidelines and fast, effective
communication channels. Greater
support from BNSW for BUGs can
only help us at Bike North do our
job more efficiently; and

2 taking responsibility for State-wide
policy, strategies and campaigns. 

So, membership in both BNSW and
Bike North will help us all work
towards better cycling conditions in
your local area, and throughout the
rest of Sydney and NSW. 

Lane Cove Project –
update

RTA spokesperson
[Last issue,we wrote about the progress
of the Lane Cove Rd project… in this

issue the RTA responds - Ed.]

The RTA is currently developing
proposals for the Lane Cove Tunnel and
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associated works on the Gore Hill
Freeway and Falcon Street. In doing so,
the RTA and the EIS team headed by
Sinclair Knight Merz have had a series
of meeting with representatives of Bike
North and Bicycle NSW, aimed at
ensuring that the cycle facilities meet
the needs of both current cyclists and
potential future cyclists. 

All of Bike North’s submissions have
been very carefully considered and, to
the greatest extent that it has been
possible, they have been incorporated
into the design of the project. The RTA
very much appreciates the contribution
that Bike North has made and is
continuing to make to the project.
There is no doubt that the efforts of
Bike North have assisted in ensuring
that the project delivers the best overall
benefits to the community.

Over the past year a series of
Community Focus Groups has been
established and conducted to contribute
to the Environmental Impact Statement
for the Lane Cove Tunnel. Through
these groups the RTA has been
exploring the possibilities of reallocating
the space available on Epping Rd
through Lane Cove to meet the needs
of cyclists, the remaining traffic, local
traffic movements, buses and
pedestrians while also improving the
urban design and visual quality of the
area.

The RTA recognises that the detailed
design of the cycle facilities is vitally
important if they are to be effective and
attractive to cyclists. It is also important
that the facilities are well connected to
other local bicycle links. In order to
address these issues the RTA has
engaged consultants Jamieson Foley
Traffic and Transport Pty Ltd to assist
the EIS team develop detailed concepts
for connections to local bike links and
to develop designs for those locations
where the cycle facilities intersect with
bus stops and intersections.

There has been significant and valuable
input from both Bike North and Bicycle
NSW in the development of the project
to this stage. This consultation will be
ongoing through to the finalisation of
the design of the project so that we can
ensure that the project delivers high
quality facilities that will encourage
greater bicycle use in the area.The
current proposal is not final as there is
still a significant amount of public
consultation to be undertaken as part of
the EIS process. Throughout this
process the RTA will welcome further
input by Bike North on behalf of
cyclists.

Cycling in Canberra –
safer?

Fiona Campbell

[Fiona is a transport activist
extraordinaire. She is the Bicycle

Federation of Australia representative
at the Bicycle Council of Australia, an

active member of MASSBUG and a
regular Critical Mass rider – Ed] 

In August 2000, I visited Canberra for
the Australia Bicycle Council meeting
and on Saturday, I was taken on a bike
tour of some cycling “points of
interest” by the ACT advocacy group,
Pedal Power. 

We imagine Canberra, with it’s
network of off-road cycle paths and
comparatively high 6% modal split
(cf1.8% in Sydney?) to be a bit of a
cycling heaven, compared with here. 

However, they have a very different
set of problems. The off road paths
are, indeed, very enjoyable and,
mostly, and they go places. However,
because the off-road network is so
good, it seems to have completely de-
legitimised cyclists’ place on the road. 

If anyone dares go on the road, either
because there is no path going where
you need to go, or because it takes (as
in the case of one rider’s commute) 1
hr 10 mins instead of 45 mins by road,
one is subject to abuse to the tune of
“get back on your bike path”. 

By all reports, their drivers are the
most aggressive in the country, and I
heard the sad tale of one retired
veteran cyclist who used to clock up
50,000km per annum. He was
blatantly and vindictively run down by
a motorist, the coroner finding
“accidental death”! 

The lesson, I think, is that while off-
road paths in some locations are
beneficial, we don’t want to get to the
point where they are seen as such a
viable alternative that we are forced off
the roads. 

The second problem in Canberra
stemmed from the spread-out,
satellite, car- based design of the city,
leading to quiet neighbourhood roads,
but where many arterial roads have

speed limits of 80km/h and thus are
very incompatible with cycling. 

When the off-road path crosses a
minor road, there is often a pedestrian
crossing which, in effect, give the path
users (pedestrians and cyclists) right of
way over motor traffic (hooray!). But
when it crosses a major road, there are
up to 3 lanes of very high speed (80
speed limit = 100 actual speed) to
dash across, some with unbelievably
short sight lines. 

One of these stunning mad-dash-for-
the-refuge-island bits is on the tourist
route around the lake. When we drove
past it on the way to the airport, I
couldn’t see if there was anyone
crossing because of the angle of the
sun. The car-centric design of
Canberra means wide roads and high
speeds, which the conservatives will in
no way compromise. I wonder
whether being in this environment
influences our federal members at all. 

The moral of the tale then is – we
mustn’t let ourselves be designed out
of the road system. It must be safe
enough for all road users. 

I was reminded of what a US state
cycle officer, Michael Jackson, said at
a workshop at the Velo Mondial 2000
conference, that we shouldn’t call
them bike paths, or off-road paths, but
rather car-free roads, and that they
should be treated like roads. Properly
sign-posted at cross streets, and
“intersections” rather than “mid-block
crossings”. 

When a bike path crosses a street and
you need to dismount and dash across
in the gap, imagine if a driver, on
reaching a major cross road, had to get
out and push his car across when there
was a gap in the traffic. We (or the
cars) should just have give-way signs,
but continue as if at an ordinary
intersection. 

So if you go to Canberra, enjoy the
bike paths but stay clear of the major
roads. 
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Head start for cyclists
[This editorial piece on proposlas to make helmets compulsory
in the UK is reproduced with permission from New Scientist

magazine, vol 167 issue 2248, 22/07/2000,
http://www.newscientist.com – Ed] 

We need dedicated cycle routes, not just helmets, to make
cycling safer. 

Cycle helmets prevent many serious head injuries and save
lives. Evidence from New Zealand shows that a law
compelling cyclists to wear helmets led to a 19 per cent fall
in the number of head injuries. That’s not surprising.
Anything that reduces the impact of a crash on our bodies
saves lives – look at helmets for motorcyclists and seat belts
for people in cars. 

Yet the British Medical Association argues against making
cycle helmets compulsory. It says that helmet laws in
Australia led to a fall in the number of cyclists. The BMA
wants to encourage people to travel by bike – seeing cycling
as the perfect antidote to a sedentary lifestyle. 

There are other reasons, too, why the BMA is right to be
cautious. The fundamental problem for cyclists is that they are
vulnerable – and wearing a helmet doesn’t help much. It may
even lead to a false sense of security. A helmet won’t prevent
you being mangled under the wheels of a truck. 

Head injuries are a serious but small part of a bigger problem.
Two papers published in 1994 in the British Medical Journal
(vol 308, p 1534 and p 1537) illustrate this point. A study of
a thousand cyclists who were treated in a Cambridge hospital
showed that cycle helmets reduced head injuries, and the
study’s authors suggested making helmets compulsory. Yet
only 3 per cent of the cyclists had head injuries that kept
them in hospital overnight. Many more had broken bones. 

By concentrating on head injuries, we risk losing sight of the
real danger. The second BMA paper looked at 178 cyclists
who died in London between 1985 and 1992. All but five
were killed by motor vehicles – 75 were the victims of trucks
and 74 were hit by cars. 

Cycling is safe on its own. It’s other vehicles that are the
danger. Partial body protection will not make a huge dent in
this death toll. Cyclists must be physically separated from
other traffic, and that means building networks of safe cycle
routes in every city. That isn’t cheap or easy, and it requires
a lot more resources than have been invested by most British
cities, where the best that cyclists can hope for is a strip of
coloured tarmac along the side of the road. 

To be effective, cycle networks have to allow cyclists to travel
around town without having to share their road space with
speeding motor vehicles. And they should not have to make
huge detours either. Otherwise nobody will want to use the
dedicated lanes. On busy roads, cyclists should have at least
a kerb to keep other traffic at bay. They also need special
phases at traffic lights to help them cross busy traffic lanes.
Where streets with light traffic form part of the network,
measures such as road humps are needed to limit the speed
of motor vehicles. 

Cycling is healthy and it can ease the pressure on other forms
of transport. Building proper cycle routes will encourage
people to take it up. 

Hornsby
Graeme Edwards 9476 3624 graemee@idx.com.au, 

Kevin Mason 9868 2904 kevmason@enternet.com.au

The last month has been very busy as far as the Hornsby
working group is concerned. Following on from the last
Chain Mail, the Hornsby group completed the submission on
the Cherrybrook Integrated Transport Plan. It was sent to the
consultants well before the deadline, and we are hopeful it
will receive a fair review. 

After many delays we were able to hold the Mayoral meeting.
Unfortunately, the Mayor could not make it, so the General
Manager, Robert Ball, sat in for him. Overall, the feeling was
very positive. Once again Matthew Benson (local councillor,
C Ward) was there and provided very good support for our
group. 

The important things to come from the meeting were
undertakings to provide us with information on things like:
(1) the current budget for cycling (1) facilities; (2) what the
money been spent on so far; and (3) the overall timetable to
complete the Hornsby Bike Plan. 

The General Manager is also going to look into establishing a
Cycling Facilities Working Group that would work with the
Planning division. The Planning Division is involved in the
development steps prior to the roads and traffic group getting
involved, so we may be able to influence future development
to include cycling facilities before construction begins as
opposed to retrofitting them after construction is complete.
This would be a valuable step forward. 

At the meeting, we learned that the council has been given
around $2.6m over four years from the Federal Government’s
Roads to Recovery project. This money can be spent on
cycling facilities – it is planned to spend some of this money
to complete an off-road cycle path between Westleigh and
Pennant Hills. Members of Bike North did a saddle survey of
the proposed trail on a very wet Sunday 11/2. We are now
in a position to provide valuable input to the planning of this
facility. 

This meeting was followed up by Bike North addressing all
the councillors at the council meeting on Wednesday 14
February, where we indicated our desire for council to move
forward with cycling facilities in the area. This was well
supported by Bike North members. Our thanks to all those
that turned up to offer moral support. At this same meeting
the councillors voted to spend the money on the
Westleigh/Pennant Hill link. Once again Cr Matthew Benson
assisted us here and moved an amendment to the original
motion that sees Bike North being actively involved with the
planning of the bike path. It remains to be seen what
influence we will have in the decision making process but we
are hopeful that it will be more than if we were not involved
at all. 

Ku-ring-gai
John Watts 9144 7656, jonmar19@ozemail.com.au

Ku-ring-gai hardly appears on the RTA maps of Sydney
cycling routes, whereas the Councils of many less affluent
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areas have gradually built up an
extensive bicycle network. This fact
has been pointed out to Council
Officers and it is pleasing to report
some positive actions. Despite a severe
funding crisis, action is being
considered on a number of fronts,
particularly those funded wholly or
partly by the RTA. 

• A Safe Routes to School program is
being developed by Road Safety
Officer, Michelle Loneon. This will
initially focus on high schools with
a view to encouraging students to
walk or ride a bike to school. It is
hoped that a successful SRS
program will reduce the growing
traffic crisis caused by parents
driving children to school. This is
just the tip of a very big
community problem which needs a
variety of action programs. It is
hoped that many students will
discover the pleasure and freedom
of cycling if they are encouraged to
ride to school. 

• Council has secured some RTA
funding to build an off-road
connection between De Burghs
Bridge and Bicentennial Park.
Engineer Joseph Piccoli has
developed plans for this
connection. We have suggested a
simpler route in line with our
previous saddle survey 12 months
ago that may be acceptable to
Engineering. The available funding
should be enough to build the route
from the park to Ryde Road. 

• Engineering is keen to complete the
Regional Bike Route up Kissing
Point Rd to Turramurra Stn. This
would be fully RTA funded. The
route north from Comenarra Pkwy
has to be re-examined. The uphill
S-bend lacks width to accommodate
safe pedestrian, cycle path and
motor traffic lanes and an
alternative is being considered. We
are suggesting a much more bike
friendly route along Catalpa
Crescent and Jersey Street, ideally
with a short section of rail trail
under the Pacific Highway to
Turramurra Station. Any alternate
suggestions are welcome. We will
keep you posted on how this
progresses. 

What else do we need to do to achieve
more progress in Ku-ring-gai? 

For a start, we need every Ku-ring-gai
cyclist to become active in lobbying
Councillors for support. [As do all
other members in other council areas

– Ed] We need to point out that
Council’s own Recreational Needs
Survey showed cycling facilities as the
highest need that Council has not
addressed, but there has been little or
no response by the Council. 

We should point out the major health
benefits of cycling as a form of exercise
particularly for young people, noting
that the Government has identified
obesity as a major problem for this
group. We should seek Council
support for Safe Routes to School
programs that would enable many
students to walk or ride bikes to school
– not just for the exercise – but to
learn traffic safety, an important lesson
that is not acquired by those who are
always chauffeured to school. The
community benefits of cycling are
many and to those who say it is too
hard to make it a safe, we need to get
across the message… “Where there’s a
will, there’s a way”. 

Finally, invite a councillor to come on
one of our rides. If need be, we’ll
organise a ride geared to their riding
capability. We want to demonstrate
what a buzz you get from a bike! 

Carolyn New 9438 1903,
carolynn@ihug.com.au; Yaffa Gould

9966 9262, yaffa@sdr.com.au 

What do we mean by
Rail Trail?
You may have read the name, perhaps
signed up as a Supporter last year, or
heard a little about the Parrapool “Rail
Trail”. But what do we mean by a Rail
Trail? 

Our Rail Trail must be the main
regional highway for bikes; running
continuously along both the North
Shore and Main Northern lines, it
provides the backbone into which local
bike routes are also fed. 

The two important uses of a Rail Trail
are to provide:

• a safe route through heavily
trafficked areas for children to cycle

independently to school, friends
and leisure activities; and 

• a low stress but direct, continuous
route through congested areas for
cyclists to commute short and
longer distances. 

While it may cater for all, pedestrians,
scooters etc, it must primarily be a
transport corridor, with rights and
responsibilities clearly defined,
advertised and reinforced. It’s not a
place to play or to meander all over
the pathway. It may perhaps, where
there’s room, include separate
pathways for pedestrians and bikes but
certainly it cannot be a simple shared
path with priority given to the slowest
user. 

Rail Trails seeks to use the actual
easement of the railway line for its
directness, and easier gradients and
better continuity it provides by its
ability to cross intersections at grade
separation. In Northern Sydney the
gradients are difficult and the easiest
are found along the ridgeline where
our main highways and railway lines
run. Even the roads that run alongside
the railway roll up and down, and
intersect many other roads and carry
heavy traffic. 

Only by taking full advantage of the
rail easement – the land right next the
railway line – not a footpath along the
road, can a Rail Trail deliver the
transport facilities we need. 

Where to now?
The next important task for the Rail
Trail Team is to update the project
proposal. The current one is now over
four years old and it’s definitely time
for a revamp. When this was produced
the RTA had no plans to build Rail
Trails in Sydney and there was no
BikePlan 2010. While we have come a
long way since then, Parrapool has
made it clear we have not as yet
successfully articulated and sold our
Rail Trail concept. 

We need a new proposal for Northern
Sydney Rail Trails, directly targeting
the projects already planned for
BikePlan 2010, as well as those that
were left out. This new proposal must
sell the full Rail Trail Veloway concept
to the Minister for Roads and
Transport. 
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Ryde
Wayne & Louise Spencer 9874 6977,

W-L_Spencer@rocketmail.com

Ryde Council has recently started
work on the next installment of the
Shrimptons Creek cycleway. The
current work should be completed in
the next few months and will include
a bridge over Shrimptons Creek –
allowing access between Macquarie
Centre and Macquarie University, and
areas to the south such as Denistone
East. It is anticipated that this link will
become increasingly important in the
future. This is because the cycleway
will enhance pedestrian and cyclist
access to the new Parramatta-
Chatswood railway station, located
underground on the corner of
Waterloo and Herring Rds. 

Bike North has recently created an
email mailing list for members
interested in our activities in the Ryde
Council area. If you wish to be
included on this list please 
contact Doug Stewart on
speedwell74@yahoo.com.

Ryde Council has recently completed a
study into ways in which the public
areas in the West Ryde Commercial
Centre might be enhanced. The results
of the study (and survey forms) are
currently on display in the West Ryde
Library. 

The Ryde group is in regular contact
with Ryde Council regarding cycling –
both on and off-road – within the
Ryde Council area. If you notice any
hazards within Ryde please either
write to the council directly or contact
the Ryde Group via the mailing list or
Wayne and Louise. 

Hunters Hill
Alister Sharp 9879 3664,

jollshar@zeta.org.au

The draft Hunters Hill Bike Plan is in
its final stages of completion as Chain
Mail is going to print – watch this
space for details. Anyone interested in
contributing to the Hunters Hill group
should contact Alister. 

Tour de Hills
Pam Kendrick

Glenhaven Hill. Shudder! A name
which strikes dread in the hearts (and
legs) of all Tour de Hills participants
(except the Muggaccinos – who loved
it so much that they conquered it
twice!) Is it really that bad? You be the
judge. This hill climbs 160m in 4.5km,
the same altitude gained as Bobbin
Head to the Turramurra gate (but no
cool, shady canopy); and nearly as high
as Pie in The Sky from Brooklyn
Bridge! 

We were blessed with great cycling
weather after a week of high heat,
sticky humidity and sudden
downpours. The team departed Dural
Country Club to ride 105km, 70km,
35km or 20km loops of pleasant rural
scenery, interspersed with shady
sections of bushland. The 70km and
105km riders also past flat acres of
fenceless lowland grass and vegie farms
around historic Pitt Town before
ascending the foot hills to meet the
35km and 20km routes which had
never escaped those “undulations”. 

This area is unknown to most Bike
Northers (perhaps because there are no
coffee shops?), and so it was another
cycling world – well away from the
fumes and roaring traffic and streets of
brick and red tile roofs. [I’m leading a
ride using similar roads in April – Ed] 

Beaming smiles and weary legs carried
us over the finish line and to our well
earned lunch where we eagerly sought
out other team members in the
crowded dining room. 

Thanks must go to the organisers and
volunteers for yet another great Tour
de Hills, not forgetting the wonderful
lunch. Although we had been
encouraged to enter as a team, no
mention of the team category was
made during the speeches, but BN and
only BN was invited to pose for a
photo afterwards. Were we the only
team? We still don’t know how many
were in our team – probably around
35 – due to the way the entries were
processed. Ah, more horses, rural
roads, alpacas, exhilarating downhills,
cows, Glenhaven Hill… 

Treasure Hunt
Ross Thomas

It was a cloudy morning as I rose to
hide the hidden treasures. I had to be
at Meadowbank Wharf by 6.30 am, a
time that only computes on Monday to
Friday. I made it. 

First stop, the memorial on the way to
Meadowbank Stn. Taped behind Old
England. Second stop, the station. The
sticky tape would not stick to the
underside of the seat. Just tape it to
the seat leg! With all the other hiding
places wet, the treasure was now more
obvious. 

It was 7.20 am. I made it back to the
car to await the lost lambs ... I mean
the participants. Twenty people
arrived – that made five teams. 

The first clue sent a mad rush to a car
in the car park. Hey, that’s my car!
Hope I’m covered by insurance. All
clues were found and the teams were
off. 

Where were they to go? To find
Olympic Gold. Ten main sites around
Olympic Park. As soon as we entered
Olympic Park the heavens opened.
Wet, wet, wet. Little did they know
they now had a new task – they must
now keep the clue sheet dry to avoid
the words dissolving. Team 4 knows
this fact. 

The teams were a hardy lot – they will
find treasure in rain. hail or shine.
What could I do? Everything was
done. So, I went to the top of Woo-
la-ra Hill – the hill near the Homebush
Bay Ferry Wharf. This was a good
vantage point to spy on the teams. I
made sure they all climbed the spiral
hill. It was also a good place to get
feedback from the participants. All
good, and believe it or not, there were
many smiling faces after people
climbed the hill! After waiting for the
teams, my early morning caffeine hit
was wearing off. 

To the coffee stop. Of course, I took
the long way round. I had to see
where all the teams were. 

At the coffee shop, I had to work
again. It was my job, as the beholder
of the answers. Heated disputes to
some of the answers. How many light
towers at the Hockey stadium? 4 or 6?
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There were six when I last looked. Just remember the judge’s
decision is final and bribes will be gratefully accepted. [Ross
– is that how you financed the Purple Flyer? – Ed] So the
number is 6. If there are only 4 then two were dismantled by
our good friends at Energy Australia (just ask Col Kendrick). 

Treasure. Nearly all items of treasure were found. One in
particular deserved special mention – a piece of string 13
inches long. Correctly measured – should be half the diameter
of a mountain bike wheel. One specimen was more like 13
foot. Nice find. 

Another item was a tax invoice. It is good to see our
organisation contributing to the taxation budget. One day, the
tax will come back as a cycleway. [We cross our fingers –
Ed]. 

Winners – all who attended. Fun was had by all. But in any
competition there must be a winner and this went to the team
consisting of Doug Stewart, Ben and Sue de Graef, and Geoff
Shearn. 

Would this type of ride be repeated? Judging by the
participants, the answer is YES, YES, YES! Next time, harder
clues and different treasure are to be found. Items that come
into my mind now are ******, #########, ^^^^^^^^,
>>>>>> and <<<<<<. You will just have to attend the
next Treasure Hunt to find out what they are. 

Look out for this ride in the Rides Calender around
September. 

A hard ride story
by Doug Stewart (the ride leader)

Beep Beep! Click! 6:00am. Brrrrrrrrr!! Click!! 6:04am
$#%@#$!! As I turn off the second alarm clock I remember
that today I am leading a ride. For those that haven’t done
one of our hard rides this is the story of one of them. 

Before I have woken properly I am eating breakfast and
slipping into the clothes tossed on the floor the previous
night. My pre-ride stretching is punctuated with sips of tea
and mouthfuls of toast. 

As I jump on my bike, with six minutes to get to the start
point, I’m glad that I checked the tyres and loaded my bag
last night. The first half kilometre is uphill so I’m careful not
to put too much effort in here as I don’t want that lactic
building up. 

Arriving at the start there are five cyclists ready and waiting.
By the time we sign the log and distribute mud maps, three
more arrive in time to hear the riding rules and safety
briefing. Within the first few kilometres we pick up another
four riders. 

So 13 of us on road bikes, recumbents and mountain bikes
(set up for the road) scoot across De Burghs Bridge at 50kph.
A speed that won’t last as we are to battle with the hills
ahead. The traffic is still light at this time of the morning as
we merge under the Pacific Highway tunnel and start the next
climb. 

The group spreads out according to climbing fitness. I make
my way past the back-markers and with relief note the bikes
and riding styles of those I don’t know well. All seems well,
so I switch concentration to my own sustainable pace with my
cadence showing at 90 on the computer. I don’t catch our
strongest riders until I arrive at the rendezvous point so I’m

not going to worry about them at all. Our final member joins
the group having sensibly avoided the first of the big hills. 

Another Bike North group has left this point about 45 minutes
before us, riding at a medium pace, and we will catch them
at coffee. We leave St Ives 2 minutes ahead of the local
Northern Sydney group training ride which rides every
weekend, and most of us will stay ahead until our regrouping
point at Terrey Hills. 

The maximum speed on my MTB is showing 59kph down a
short hill and the strongest members of the group form a
paceline and cruise in the high 40’s, MTB and road bikes
together all saving energy for later in the morning. 

Regrouping, we head along the undulations prior to the
plummet to Akuna Bay. The group starts to jockey for
position for the downhill but a final uphill pinch sorts the
order out for us, however the group is too tightly grouped
for comfort as the speed increases under the influence of
gravity. As we turn into the first bend at about 50kph a call
comes to “spread out!!” At least one skillful avoidance
manoeuvre highlights the need for our own space on these fast
descents. 

Are disc brakes better than other types? We’ll never know
from the evidence today and the leading kamikaze barely
touches his modern anchors as he pulls a handy gap from the
hard braking pack behind. [Good brakes only slow you down
anyway! – Ed] 

All concentration is required here and I’m thankful for the
long drink that I took while regrouping. The group spreads
out depending on skill and nerve and regathers at the
appointed location. News is relayed to us that one of us has
grazed the rock wall after putting a front wheel in the
roadside gravel on a treacherous downhill tightening turn. A
couple of minutes later the culprit appears sporting a few
grazes, some bruises, a bent derailleur and a lesson well-
learned about cornering adhesion. 

The recumbent trikes, normally downhill demons, declare
that the descent was too rough for heroics although it was
great fun all the same. One big hill to climb and then the final
descent in pursuit of that elusive medium-paced group. The
young gun steals an early-mark on the climb and the chasing
group of 3 stays in close company. About now I am thankful
for the early morning porridge. Despite the lower
temperatures in this early morning hour my first bottle,
containing water, is emptied up the climb. 

No waiting to regroup and we rush smoothly down the next
hill in the order that we reached the top. The road is good
and we are cornering at about 50kph until that T-intersection.
Yep – those discs do work! More downhill and this time some
braking and keeping the weight low on the outside pedal on
those hairpins. Hard acceleration out of all the corners to try
to catch that young guy who doesn’t seem to respect corners
much at all. 

The coffee stop is in sight and we are welcomed by the early
group, proudly drinking coffee and eating pastries. Several
minutes elapse before our last rider is in, by which time there
are 22 Bike Northers refuelling for the long climb up from
sea level. 

At this point my computer shows that my average speed is
27kph and I wonder how much it will drop on the uphill
sections to come. However we have already done a lot of hills
and I am confident that it will not drop too much. 
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I don’t want anything too heavy in my stomach so I have a
light danish pastry and the obligatory muggaccino. I also fill
two water bottles and add a sports drink powder to one. This
will give me the lift I know I will need before I reach home. 

The medium group leaves for home first and then the slower
members of our group. The rest wait behind and chat for a
few minutes before commencing the return journey. The first
couple of kilometres is undulating and has some tight corners
– and the group rides along conservatively, with an eye on
each other and our mind on the kilometres of hill to come. 

Then the real climb starts with a steep pinch. Quickly the
strong group separates into climbing order and as the hill
progresses we pass some slower climbers. First the early
leavers of our group and then the stragglers of the medium
group. As we see each rider appear in sight we are spurred
on to keep the pace up. 

One rider about 20 metres in front and two more on my
wheel make up a group of four climbing together. We never
ease back on the flatter sections, but rather push a higher gear
and increase the speed. The aim is to keep the effort constant.
This hill never stays the same grade for very long and we all
make frequent gear changes. 

I have been wearing my heart rate monitor all day but until
now I haven’t paid too much attention to it. My known
maximum heart rate is 182 and I’m been climbing at 170 for
the last ten minutes — over 93% effort. I’m even occasionally
chatting to my fellow climbers and luckily my physiology
seems to be able to cope with such periods of intense effort.
Everyone is different and I have learnt through experience
what level is sustainable and methods of controlling my
breathing. When I left home my goal was to try to keep the
level under 160! I don’t know why I set that goal because I
NEVER keep to it. 

Our little group is passing other cyclists every few hundred
metres as they spread out along the hill. We are within sight
of the final top and we have a final cyclist in our sights so we
speed up some more. A sprint finish at the top brings us all
to the designated meeting point. [I wonder who won? – Ed]
The three strongest riders from the medium paced group are
already there. 

While pouring water over heads to cool down we regain our
composure and await the rest of the group. It took 26 minutes
for our group to climb from the coffee shop and a further ten
minutes until we are all present and suitably exuberant,
exhausted or both. This spread is wider than a normal hard
ride due to the medium group we are riding with. 

After 5 minutes break we all are recovered and decide to ride
the next section as a mixed group but inevitably become
spread out even travelling more slowly. There is lots of
chatting and swapping advice on cadence, gearing and
climbing technique. 

We farewell the medium riders at St Ives and continue now
in heavier traffic along the main road and then, to avoid the
traffic, via the back streets to Turramurra. It is mainly
downhill home now and there is one beauty just ahead. Safely
negotiating the curves my maximum for the day is raised to
64.5kph, but this is soundly beaten by that recumbent trike
who streaks past while I am still crouching down. Still
pedalling his big touring gear I guess he is doing at least
70kph. 

A fast run down into the valley is tempered by caution as we
negotiate the 15% to 18% gradients to the River with hard
braking required the whole way down. Suddenly the front
runners find a NPWS vehicle blocking the entire track! No
dramas ensue but it certainly was a shock. [Only a shock? It
nearly gave me a heart attack! – Ed] 

The final obstacle of the day is ahead with the steep climb out
of the valley. Much of the track is at a 10% or higher uphill
gradient with two sections reaching 17%. Certainly a test for
tired legs after 75km of faster running. 

More farewells and then the core of six riders reach our
starting point about midday. Total distance is 80km and the
computer shows my average speed is 25.99 kph. 5 hours
elapsed time and only 3 hours rolling! We must have allowed
too much time for chatting, coffee and regrouping! The
average speed on our slowest rider equated to an extra 30
minutes riding over the whole journey. 

Another excellent Bike North ride completed.

A little about Bike North Harder
Rides

Doug Stewart

I hope that the associated ride story tells you a little about
how we run our harder rides. As the ride grades increase the
ride distance goes up, but that is not all. We have more hills,
fewer stops and a higher average speed. You need to feel very
comfortable with a lower graded ride before you move up the
ladder. As a general guide our easy rides have an average
speed of 15 to 18 kph, our medium rides 19 to 22 kph and
our hard rides 23 to 26 kph. 

On medium-hard rides we expect everyone to carry their own
basic tools and be able to fix any tyre and chain problems that
arise. Chances are that we won’t know for a long time. Two
water bottles are strongly recommended as are sports drinks
and energy snacks. We regroup about every 10km at points
designated by the leader. Often a “mud map” or ride
description is handed out and everyone is expected to know
their way, or closely follow someone who knows. 

Bike North, in association with the Muggaccinos group, is
running longer and harder rides. The same rules as above
apply except that there are far fewer regrouping points,
possibly only one, so you need to be able to route find well. 

The recent experiment in running both a shorter, slower,
medium ride to the same coffee destination as a harder ride
worked very well and you should look forward to more rides
organised in this fashion. This gives improving riders the
chance to ride the same hills but at a slower pace. 

For fitness and a challenge our longer and harder rides are just
waiting for you. Call the ride leader before the ride and check
up on your suitability. You should be capable of riding the
distance at an average speed suggested by the leader. 

Sweat, puff and smile.
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How to Buy a Bike
(Shop)

by The Chain Doctor

I was requested to write an article on,
“How to buy a bike”. As I ruminated
on this challenge a well-respected Bike
North member commented to me,
“Before you buy a bike, you have to
buy a bike shop”. What did he mean?
Read on and find out. Look for the
next instalment in the next issue. 

Bikes are simple machines, yet
complex; robust, yet brittle; long-
lasting, yet wear out quickly. Most
people who ride bikes regularly also
visit bike shops to have services done,
to buy replacement parts or tools, to
upgrade or customise, to buy
accessories and sometimes (but rarely)
even to buy new bikes. Bike shops do
more of their business after they sell
you the bike! Bike shops know this and
want your return custom. You know
this and want reliable service. Choose
your bike shop well and you are on the
way to happy cycling. 

Building relationships
Bike shops provide one of the few
chances in these days to develop a
“retail relationship”. Supermarkets and
department stores have destroyed this
for many types of goods. The “sales-
droid” in clothes today may be selling
cars tomorrow. Ask them what
business they are in they’ll say “sales”,
as if “closing the deal” is all they need
to know. When I go to a bike shop I
want to deal with someone who gives
me what I need and when I need it. 

I want good advice from someone who
knows what I want to do with my
bike. So if I commute on a bike, I
want someone who knows commuting
and can advise me in that area.
Similarly if I ride recreationally or go
touring or cycle for fitness or pedal
socially or am into racing. This is even
more true if I am “just starting” in any
of these areas. Different types of
cycling require different styles of
products and accessories and bikes. 

When I find a good bike shop the price
is less important because I know I’ll be
able to get good advice, quality
products and Service. Both of us want
to keep that relationship. Having said

that you will find that most shops will
negotiate a price if you talk to them. 

Shop differences
Shops aim at different target markets –
about 90 seconds after you walk in you
can tell whether they are catering to
the road racing scene, MTB daredevils
[?! – Ed], BMX showoffs, recreational
riding, the kids “toy” market or cycle
touring. Many shops can successfully
combine a number of markets but
others don’t try. 

Have a browse at the bikes that are on
display. Stock “on the floor” will give
you an idea of the type of shop you are
in. Bikes vary from about $150 to
about $7,000 and the price range kept
on hand should match “where you are”
in the bike market. 

Shops vary in the wholesale suppliers
they deal with and the dealerships they
hold. If you are after a particular item
then you may need to go a particular
shop. This applies to more than just
the bikes. Certain lines of accessories,
tools, clothes and spares tend to be
carried. However some items are
nearly universal. For example all bike
shops should be able to source any
Shimano component because they are
so widely used. 

Shops vary in their ranges of products
as well. It would be common for a
knowledgeable shopper to use one
shop for clothes and/or safety
equipment, a second for accessories
and a third for bikes or parts. 

Some shops hold a lot of stock on the
floor and this is a “trade-off” for you in
convenience. It is expensive to hold a
lot of stock and the prices will often be
higher but you can easily browse and
generally find what you want. Shops
that don’t hold a lot of stock will
usually order items in for you. 

Finding that shop
Word of mouth is always the best way
to find out about shops, but be careful
that the person advising you has the
same values that you do. This can
work up, down and across the market. 

The shop you use should be easy to get
to, so first try the one which is the one
closest to you. Walk in and talk to the
staff. Tell them what you want, either
a product or some advice or just say
that you want to look around. They
should talk to you, find out what you
want and make you feel comfortable.
More important than the décor, the
staff presentation and the stock on

hand is ATTITUDE. You should feel
welcomed and listened to. 

Another option, which will save you
time, is to phone to the shop and chat
about what you want. The same rules
apply about being listened to and
feeling comfortable. If you are starting
from scratch then a cup of coffee and
the “Yellow Pages” is a good way to
begin. After you talk to about 3 or 4
shops you will start to get the idea. 

Bike shop owners don’t know
everything and you need to feel
confident that their advice is correct.
How do you know? Don’t be rushed!
Stop and check. If you buy the wrong
item your comfort or even safety may
be compromised. Check any
information against other sources such
as books, other bike shops or more
experienced cyclists in Bike North. 

Women have traditionally had a more
difficult time in technical shops such as
bike shops. There is sometimes an
assumption that women are not serious
and are not informed. Our experience
is that some shops are definitely better
than others in dealing with women’s
cycling requirements. Some shops
stock women's clothes, shoes, saddles
and frames. The biggest issue is again
the attitude of the sales staff. You
should feel comfortable in talking to
them about your needs. 

No matter who you are, your level of
experience or your budget, If you
don’t feel comfortable in your first
choice of shop then walk out and find
another. 

Finding that item
It will generally pay off if you work out
exactly what you want to purchase.
Magazines, advice from cyclists or
browsing in shops can help, but usually
talking to the bike shop staff is required.
There may be a reason that you want a
specific item. Do your “homework”
because getting the right component
may be more important than getting the
component that is available. If you have
made up your mind don’t be swayed by
an inferior or more expensive
alternative. 

All bicycle manufacturers produce a
range of bikes that vary in quality and
price. Many also produce a variety of
different styles. Bike shops will generally
only carry a small range of brands but
you will be able to find two or more
shops that carry the same brands. If you
are after a specific brand or model then
don’t be afraid to travel to another shop. 



Cars and cycling part 2
Kin-Yat Lo

In the previous Chain Mail, we looked at the amount of car
dollars that was poured into cycling. Here we look at the
opposite – cycling dollars in motor racing. 

Most race drivers and riders use cycling as a major form of
training – the high cardiovascular demands of motor racing
can only be replicated by hard cycling. Mountain biking
enables racers to not only practice picking the fastest lines, it
also provides them with a good cardiovascular workout. It
isn’t surprising that many racers lists mountain biking as their
favourite sport. Motorcycle legend Mick Doohan used to train
extensively on his mountain bike in the hills behind Monte
Carlo with fellow racer Daryl Beattie. And, touring car racer
Tony Longhurst competes extensively in triathlons. 

In his early days of racing, twice Formula One World
Champion Mika Hakkinen rode a unicycle around the
paddock, but has since added a wheel – he now rides a
Cannondale. His McLaren-Mercedes team-mate David
Coulthard can be seen arriving at circuits aboard a Mercedes-
Benz bike – most notably at Melbourne’s Albert Park.
Ferrari’s triple World Champion Michael Schumacher
acquired the first Colnago-Ferrari road bike. 

Bike companies are also extensive sponsors of motor racing.
In Australian touring cars, Avanti is a sponsor of the Ford
Tickford Racing team and Giant sponsors Ozemail Racing.
Giant also sponsors Holden Racing Team’s Jason Bright. GT
ran a series of advertisements in Britain showing its
sponsorship of the former World Rally Champion Colin
McRae. Several Champ Car teams use Bell downhill helmets
for its pit crew – Bell also produces motor racing helmets. 

But the last word goes to McLaren Formula One test driver
Alex Wurz, who has a piece of clothing most cyclists envy.
Wurz owns a rainbow jersey he won as a junior BMX World
Champion. 

Bicycles built for two
Wayne Spencer

There is a growing contingent of Bike North members
experiencing the joy of riding tandems – five at last count.
[…um…so who rides one solo? – typesetter]

Tandems provide the ideal way for two riders, of equal
strength or not, to enjoy cycling together. My wife, Louise,
and I purchased our tandem in 1995. We had been thinking
of buying better bikes for ourselves, and since we did most
of our cycling together, the thought of buying a tandem
occurred to us after having read of some of their benefits. On
a tandem, it is very easy to talk to your travelling companion
as you roll along. No longer does the weaker rider get left
behind on the hills. [I guess this refers to me!!!! – Louise]
Tandems bring a real sense of teamwork to your cycling as
you share both the easy and hard parts of the journey. [There
are no easy parts! – Ed] 

Tandems are also much faster than ordinary bikes (referred to
in this article as “singles”, or “half bikes” as tandem aficionados

prefer to call them!). On a tandem, the rear rider (stoker)
sits in the slipstream of the front rider (captain or pilot).
Thus, two riders on a tandem only have slightly more wind-
resistance than a singles rider. However, the tandem has
roughly twice the power output, allowing them to travel
faster on the flat and downhill for the same effort. On uphill
sections, the aerodynamic advantage of the tandem is negated
by the lower speeds. This has led to tandems having a
reputation for being slow climbers. However, in our
experience, this is not true. A well-matched tandem team
should be able to climb at roughly the same speed as each
rider would do on a single. 

Nevertheless, tandems do require a slightly different hill
climbing technique. It is difficult to climb standing out of the
saddle on a tandem, so you need to stay in the saddle and spin
in a lower gear than you would otherwise use on a single.
This requires lower gears and, together with the higher
maximum speeds you can attain, necessitates a wide range of
gears. 

The combined mass of the tandem, and the riders, also
requires quality brakes. Sometimes, a drum brake is used in
addition to the front and rear rim brakes to prevent excessive
heat build-up in the rims for long mountain descents. [Did I
hear someone whisper discs? – Ed] The additional weight of
the team also means that strong rims and hubs are required.
For touring, a tandem with 700C wheels requires 48 spokes
per wheel compared to the 32/36 spokes normally found on
singles. 

Further, tandems are a great way to introduce young children
to cycling. An adult-sized tandem can be adapted for a child
stoker through the use of an extension stem and a set of
“kiddy cranks” clamped onto the rear seat tube to reduce the
effective seat height. This allows a child from about five years
and upwards to travel on the back of the tandem and learn to
cycle properly under adult supervision before they would
otherwise be ready to cycle on their own. 

So what are the disadvantages of tandems? Well, tandems are
expensive! So you would probably need to look at spending
around $3,000 upwards to get a good one (although, second-
hand tandems come up for sale periodically). This may seem
expensive but you need to keep in mind that it is best to
compare tandem prices with the price of two singles of similar
quality. 

The size of a tandem makes them difficult to transport. If you
want to transport your tandem by car, some sort of roof-
mounted rack is normally used (unless you own a van).
However, taking your tandem on a plane should not be
difficult, although there is a greater likelihood of hassles with
airline staff than when travelling with two singles. Their size
also makes them less manoeuvrable in some situations (eg on
some tighter sections of cycleway). 

For touring use, the tandem can only accommodate one set
of front and rear panniers so you cannot fit as much luggage
onto the tandem as you would on two singles. One option is
to tow a trailer behind the tandem, another is to take less in
the first place – your legs will thank you on the climbs! 

Despite the minor disadvantages of tandems, nothing can
compare to blasting along the road, chatting with your tandem
partner and sailing effortlessly past other cyclists on their
singles. After a good day out on the tandem, both cyclists
usually have wide grins plastered across their faces! 
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You’ll also find that tandem riders are a very friendly crowd
and, when you ride with others, it is like joining an exclusive
club. Non- cyclists are also usually quite interested in tandems
and often this leads to conversations on touring trips. 

One downside is comments that you tend to receive, such as
“she isn’t pedalling” or the slightly more original “she’s
catching you”. 

If you’d like to learn more about tandems, please don’t
hesitate to ask one of Bike North’s tandem-owning members. 

Panniers
Keith Griffin

On our tour from Cowra to Rutherglen and back last
September, the four of us discovered several interesting points
about panniers. 

Each of us had a different type: Fran had some Tioga panniers,
not expensive, but recommended at a bike shop as being
strong and large. Mark used a pair of Sherpa panniers, similar
price range to the Tiogas, but well used and well into middle
age. Daniel, Mark’s brother, had a set of panniers and top box
all made as one piece from a very light, strong partly water-
proof material. I don’t know the brand but the set was bought
in Daniel’s native Switzerland. My panniers, hand-made
Bunyips bought through Greenspeed, were making their
maiden voyage. 

Well the first test applied to any panniers is “will they carry
all my stuff?” Well, the answer should always be yes, because
if they won’t, you are carrying too much. In fact you are
probably carrying too much even if it
does all fit. None of us had any trouble
here, and Daniel and I had space to
spare despite having the heaviest loads.
Fran was using a top box as well just
for the camera and an extra lens or two
(Yes, we were carrying too much). 

The next test for us came on the
second day of trip. “Are they water
proof?” Fran’s Tiogas have an inside
liner which drew up with a string and
also a special ‘rain hood’ inside the
panniers to cover the top of the inner
bag. Her gear stayed dry. My Bunyips
are made from think canvas which is
not water proof, but even in the heavy
rain only the outside of the panniers got
wet. While several more hours of solid
rain may have changed this, the inner bag would have kept
things dry for a long time. The Sherpas also have an inner bag,
no extra rain hood, and although everything stayed dry on this
occasion, that was partly due to our practice of wrapping
important items in plastic. Daniel’s bags were quite water-
proof, but a small bidon bag he carried on his handlebars was
soaked through. 

The greatest differences in the panniers were really to do with
weight, durability, design and ease of use. The Sherpas

attached to the rack using two metal hooks over the sidebar
of the rack, a metal hook at the base of the rack and this is
all tensioned by a strap which feeds though a lockable clip at
the back of the pannier and passes to the top where it is kept
out of the way with the ubiquitous velcro. They are a good
shape, have two outside zip sealed pockets and attach firmly.
[I hope you understood that! – Ed] One of the outer pockets
has come partly unstitched and is now held in place with a
safety pin. The metal hook at the base has also given way on
one tour while I was travelling at 60 km/h down a hill. That
pannier made an exciting slide of 40 metres or so along the
road, cracking a lense cap but with no serious damage to
anything else. 

The Tiogas attach almost the same way and are a better shape
and slightly bigger. I like the elastic pocket at the front edge
(the edge of the pannier forward most when riding) which is
great for maps, wet weather gear or a mobile phone. The
construction however is very poor, the back plate being far
too floppy, the top hooks come unscrewed, and there is no
hook at the lower part so the strap just gets bent around the
base of the rack. This makes them harder to fix firmly to the
rack, but we have never had them come adrift. 

My Bunyips, at more than three times the price of the Sherpas
or Tiogas, have by far the best design and construction. They
are strong, big, and (at the expense of some extra weight) the
back plate is a piece of white plastic about 5 mm thick bolted
into the panniers! This rigidity makes them easy to pack and
unpack either on or off the bike (actually trike because these
ones have a large front facing pocket which would get in the

way of your foot on an upright).
Attachment is similar to the Sherpas
but every component is better designed
and the tensioning is automatic (but
adjustable) due to a small but very
strong piece of elastic. These panniers
can be fitted to the rack in less than 10
seconds each, and removed even more
quickly! The three large pockets all seal
with velcro and the inner bag with the
usual drawstring arrangement. 

Daniel’s special all-in-one saddle bag
type design at first seems like a great
idea, and it would be for a tour on
which one never needed to remove the
set from the rack. It took Daniel at
least 10 minutes every day to attach the
panniers to his rack, usually with the

aid of Mark and some excellent supervision from Fran and
me! They attach to the rack with material ties which are
located against the rack so getting ones arms and hands
between the wheel and the rack to do them up is very
awkward. They are however light and strong, and Daniel has
on several occasions ridden along the M2 to our place with
his famous home-made Tiramisu in a large glass tray in the
top part of the panniers. Now that’s special! 
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Sherpa Tioga

Bunyip All-in-one
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Bike North Rides Program – April & May 2001

APRIL

Date: Sunday 1 April
Ride: Explore Castle Hill
Grade: EM Distance: 30
Contact: Pam or Col Kendrick , 9872 2583 (h)
Starts at: Council carpark in McDougall Lane Castle, behind the bike shop

8:00am. Explore Castle Hill’s parks and cycleways with a coffee
stop.

Date: Sunday 1 April
Ride: Maraylya-Berowra Waters
Grade: H Distance: 100
Contact: Kin-Yat Lo , 9980 7143 (h)
Starts at: 7:45am Pennant Hills Station (west-side). Roll along quiet rural

roads to Maraylya, then to coffee at Berowra Waters. Cruise up the
big hill and down the highway back to the start. Brisk pace. More
details see
http://www.geocities.com/volcan271/cattairidge.html

Date: Saturday 7 April
Ride: An amble through Lane Cove River Park
Grade: E Distance: 12/15
Contact: Alister or Sheila, 9879 3664 (h)
Starts at: 9:30am outside the Caravan Park in Plassey Rd, North Ryde (out-

side the Park). Ride the little roads within the park, stopping from
time to time to look at birds and flowers, and to play. Coffee stop
at the kiosk near the weir. Suit new riders and families. Please
phone to confirm. CHILD FRIENDLY

Date: Sunday 8 April
Ride: Bays and Foreshores
Grade: EM Distance: 35
Contact: Pam or Col Kendrick , 9872 2583 (h)
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf 7:30am. Ride to Gladesville Bridge, then fol-

low the bays and foreshores around to Concord for a coffee stop.
Back to Meadowbank via Bicentennial Park and John Whitton
Bridge.Date:Sunday 8 April

Ride: Cinque Montagnes
Grade: M/HH Distance: 105/45
Contact: Phil Johnston , 9312 3319(W)
Starts at: Turramurra Stn N/E side 7:30am, Hornsby Stn Jersey St 8:15am

(80Km) or Cowan station 8:45am. Brisk pace, first Nosh Stop Pie
in the Sky 9:30am, then Berowra Waters to GreenShades Nursery
Galston for lunch – ETR Turra’ 2pm.

Date: Friday 13 April to 16/4/2001
Ride: Tour de Cowra
Grade: H/M Distance: 90/50
Contact: Keith or Fran Griffin , 9614 0777 (h), 0414 187 427 (m)
Starts at: Cowra with various rides from 50 km to 90km exploring Cowra

and surrounds during Easter. Ring for details.

Date: Sunday 15 April
Ride: Parrapool Railtrail Ride
Grade: M Distance: 60
Contact: Kevin Mason , 9868 2904 (h)
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf 7:30am. Pedal the PVC to Parramatta,and

then try out the new Parramatta to Liverpool cycleway. Coffee
included.

Date: Saturday 21 April
Ride: Parramatta parade
Grade: E Distance: 25
Contact: Doug Stewart , 9887 1478 (home. Call Wed or before)
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf at 7:30am. Ride west to Parramatta park via

the Parramatta Valley Cycleway. Coffee and return. Come along
and walk over THAT bridge again!

Date: Saturday 21 April
Ride: Reverse Bobbin Head
Grade: M Distance: 25
Contact: Mark Grimmond , 9456 5291 (h)

Starts at: Hornsby stn west side 8:00am. Ride via Wahroonga and
Turramurra to Bobbin Head for coffee, returning up the steep way
to Mt Colah and back to Hornsby.

Date: Saturday 21 April
Ride: Oaks Fire Trail MTB
Grade: M Distance: 45
Contact: Kin-Yat Lo , 9980 7143 (h)
Starts at: Woodford Station. Pedal along the Oaks with diversions to various

lookouts – includes easy singletrack. All day ride – bring picnic
lunch. Ring for details.

Date: Sunday 22 April
Ride: Peacocks at Auburn
Grade: EM Distance: 35
Contact: Doug Stewart , 9887 1478 (home. Call Wed or before)
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf at 7:30am. Ride via Bicentennial Park to

Rookwood then to Auburn Botanic Gardens to see the peacocks.
North to Parramatta for coffee and refreshments before heading
back to the starting point.

Date: Sunday 22 April
Ride: Eastwood to Akuna Bay
Grade: MH Distance: 70
Contact: Wayne Spencer , 9874 6977 (h)
Starts at: Eastwood stn west side 7:30am for a fast paced ride through hilly

terrain via Brown’s Waterhole to Akuna bay for morning tea.

Date: Wednesday 25 April
Ride: Ticket to Ryde
Grade: M Distance: 40
Contact: Ross Thomas , 9481 0724 (h)
Starts at: Eastwood stn west side 8:00am for an easy paced ryde through

the Ryde Council area on mainly back roads, parks and cycle
paths, with a social coffee stop.

Date: Wednesday 25 April
Ride: Northern Beaches and Back Roads
Grade: MH/H Distance: 50/80
Contact: Graeme Edwards , 9476 3624
Starts at: Turramurra stn east side 7:45am. Ride via Terrey Hills, Church Point

to Mona Vale, then follow the coast to Manly for coffee. Ferry to the
Quay then ride / train to Turramurra. Many variations available,
please ring for details after 5:00pm.

Date: Saturday 28 April
Ride: Gladesville to Parramatta, and back by Rivercat
Grade: E Distance: 20
Contact: Alister or Sheila, 9879 3664
Starts at: Gladesville Wharf (Huntley’s Point Rd, off Victoria Rd) at 9:30am.

Ride to Parramatta via the Parramatta Valley cycleway. Coffee and
cake in Parramatta after a possible circuit of Parramatta Park. Then
back on the Rivercat. Please phone to confirm. CHILD FRIENDLY

Date: Saturday 28 April
Ride: Pennant Hills to Cheltenham by Bush MTB
Grade: EM Distance: 16
Contact: Andrew Elliston , 9686 4113 (h)
Starts at: Pennant Hills stn, Yarrara St side 8:15am. Ride to Cheltenham and

Epping, returning along Pennant Hills park and Whale Rock. Very
scenic ride takes in path along Devlins Creek.

Date: Saturday 28 April
Ride: Cooks River and Hawthorne Canal
Grade: M Distance: 40
Contact: Brian Willis, 9087 6439
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf 7:30am. head to Homebush and Cooks

River cycleway, to Marrickville, then Hawthorne Canal cycleway.
Coffee at Concord and return to start.   

Date: Sunday 29 April
Ride: Middle Harbour Parks and Foreshores
Grade: E Distance: 25
Contact: Carolyn New, 9438 1903 (h)



Starts at: Chatswood Station (west side) 7:30 am.Circle through the parks of
Willoughby, north and south. Sweep out to the Castlecrag and
Harold Reid Reserve peninsulas for magnificent harbour views, his-
torical dwellings, bushland and coffee and cakes. A couple of short
hills but easy does it and the views are well worth the effort!

Date: Sunday 29 April
Ride: Eastwood to Parramatta Big Loop
Grade: M Distance: 45
Contact: Pam or Col Kendrick, 
Starts at: Eastwood stn west side 7:30am. Ride up to the M2 to Winston

Hills, then down the cycle route to Parramatta for refreshments.
Return via PVC to Meadowbank then up the hill to Eastwood.

Date: Sunday 29 April
Ride: Peat’s Ridge and Somersby “Bellbirds”
Grade: H H Distance: 12797
Contact: Phil Johnston , 9312 3319(W)
Starts at: Hornsby Stn. Jersey St 7:30am. Cowan station 8:05am. 4 Nosh

Stops Mt White (2), Somersby and Pie in the Sky ETR Hornsby
3pm.

MAY

Date: Saturday 5 May
Ride: Olympic Park Ride
Grade: E Distance: 25
Contact: Doug Stewart , 9887 1478 (h)
Starts at: Meadowbank Wharf 8:30am. Loop around Homebush Bay with a

coffee stop. Suitable for beginners and children over 10 accompa-
nied by an adult carer. 

Date: Saturday 5 May
Ride: Faulconbridge to Berowra
Grade: H Distance: 90
Contact: Kin-Yat Lo , 9980 7143 (h)
Starts at: Fast paced scenic ride along rural roads from the Blue Mountains

to Berowra. Ring for details or see http://www.geocities.com/vol-
can271/bn_faulbe.html 

Date: Sunday 6 May
Ride: St Leonards to North Head
Grade: M Distance: 45
Contact: Joan Kerridge,  9909 8925 (h)
Starts at: St Leonards station concourse 8:00am. Stretch those muscles on

some north side hills – mostly on quiet roads and cycle paths
through Beauty Point, over Spit bridge to Balgowlah and Manly.
Admire the view from the coffee shop at North Head then return on
a similar route. 

Date: Saturday 12 May
Ride: Pedal to the Patisserie
Grade: EM Distance: 35
Contact: Pam or Col Kendrick , 9872 2583 (h) 
Starts at: Meadowbank wharf 7:30am. Ride via Gladesville bridge to

Concord for coffee and cake at our favourite cake shop. 

Date: Saturday 12 May
Ride: Meadowbank to Bobbin Head
Grade: MH Distance: 50
Contact: Andrew Elliston , 9686 4113 (h) e-mail

andrew.elliston@bigfoot.com 
Starts at: Meadowbank wharf 7:30am. Eastwood stn and Browns

Waterhole starts by arrangement. A very hilly ride from the busy
waters of Meadowbank up to Eastwood and Browns Waterhole,
then to Turramurra, and on to the peaceful waters of Bobbin Head
for coffee and return. 

Date: Sunday 13 May
Ride: Lunch at Warriewood
Grade: H Distance: 112
Contact: Phil Johnston , 9312 3319
Starts at: St Ives car park, Mona Vale Rd opp Stanley St 8:00am. Cycle via

Terry Hills, Duffy’s Forest, West Head, stopping at Bayview Marina,
Warriewood and Akuna Bay. ETR St Ives 2:50pm 

Date: Saturday 19 May
Ride: Marramarra Meander by MTB
Grade: E Distance: 20
Contact: Kin-Yat Lo , 9980 7143 (h)

Starts at: End of Bloodwood Rd Fiddletown 9:00am. Easy MTB ride along
Cobah Ridge in Marramarra National Park. Suitable for beginners.
Ring for details. 

Date: Saturday 19 May
Ride: Hills and Surfside Café – Tortoise version
Grade: M Distance: 45
Contact: Carolyn New , 9438 1903 (h) 0427 018 516 (m)
Starts at: Starts at: Cranks bike shop Mona Vale Rd St Ives at 7:30am. A

slower paced ride to Oxford Falls & Narrabeen. to meet faster rid-
ers from Eastwood for coffee Return via Warriewood, Church Point,
Terrey Hills. Long moderate hill from Church Point to Terrey Hills. 

Date: Saturday 19 May
Ride: Hills and Surfside Café – Hare version
Grade: H Distance: 85
Contact: Doug Stewart , 9887 1478 (h)
Starts at: East side Eastwood Stn at 7:00am. Ride to Pymble, St Ives, Oxford

Falls & Narrabeen. Return via Warriewood, Church Point, Terrey
Hills & Turramurra. Fit & experienced riders only. 

Date: Sunday 20 May
Ride: Olympic Park and the Concord Cake Shop 
Grade: EM Distance: 30
Contact: Michael Chow , 9874 1461 (h)
Starts at: Meadowbank wharf 8:00am. Ride the PVC then Silverwater bridge

to Olympic Park and Bicentennial Park to Concord for coffee and
cake. 

Date: Sunday 20 May
Ride: Cowan to Calga
Grade: MH Distance: 60
Contact: Mark Grimmond , 9456 5291 (h)
Starts at: Cowan Stn 7:40am. Ride through the magnificent Hawkesbury

River valley on quiet roads. Return via Brooklyn for coffee and
cakes. 

Date: Saturday 26 May
Ride: www.4coffee.u.come.2
Grade: M Distance: 50
Contact: Ross Thomas , 9481 0724 (h) 0412 314 735 (mob) 
Starts at: Manly ferry wharf 8:30am. Ride up the Wakehurst Parkway to

Narrabeen, then Warriewood and return via the beaches. Some
cycle ways and main roads with some hills. Coffee stop at ww. 

Date: Sunday 27 May
Ride: Exploring Eastwood
Grade: E Distance: 20
Contact: Keith & Fran Griffin , 9614 0777 (h) 0414 187 427 (m) 
Starts at: Eastwood station west side 8:00am. A gentle meander through the

back streets of Eastwood and Marsfield, passing through
Macquarie Uni, returning to Eastwood for coffee and cakes.
Develop your hill skills on the rolling terrain with this leisurely paced
ride. 

Date: Sunday 27 May
Ride: Yarramalong and Bumble Hill
Grade: H Distance: 100
Contact: Phil Johnston , 9312 3319
Starts at: Hornsby stn west side Jersey St 8:00am or Cowan stn 8:35am.

Brisk pace, stopping at Mt White, Peat’s Ridge, Yarramalong
Manor (lunch). Train from Wyong ($6.40) arr Hornsby 4.36pm or
5:06pm.
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All persons joining our rides do so as volunteers in all respects
and as such accept sole responsibility for any injury howsoever
incurred and Bike North and the appointed ride contacts cannot
be held liable in respect of any injury or damage resulting from
participants engaging in any such ride activity. Riders under 16
must be accompanied by a cycling adult carer. An SAA
approved helmet is legally required by all participants on all
rides. Essential equipment also includes a bicycle in good
working order, water bottle and a good sense of fun. Money,
tasty snacks, a tyre pump, a tube and/or repair kit and
appropriate tools are recommended as well, but you can
usually borrow them if necessary.


